Introduction
Components are the fundamental artifacts from which physical devices are built. Their representation is essential to the successful conceptualization and realization of designed products. While formal component representations exist during the detailed stages of product development, electromechanical components lack similar representations that support the conceptual phase of design. The difficulty may hinge on the very nature of conceptual design, where the geometry of individual components and their dynamic behavior are still ill defined. At this stage of design, details of the components are less important than the ability to represent component knowledge at a higher level of abstraction. The functionality of components provides a natural framework upon which such abstractions can be built.
In this research, we are taking a first step for representing component knowledge from a functional perspective. Toward that goal, we are developing a hierarchical taxonomy for electromechanical components based on functional knowledge. The following four factors describe the motivation for the creation of this taxonomy.
Development of a computational framework for design synthesis. Many researchers have explored automated design tools to improve design synthesis activities ͓1-5͔. Components constitute the fundamental building blocks of these activities. Within the variety of computer aided design research, various methodologies and tools have been developed, which require a rich set library of components. However, there is no agreement upon standard component library. As a result of this, libraries of components are independently developed in an application specific manner. One of the goals of this project is to reconcile these efforts and to arrive at an initial creation of an electromechanical component library that can be leveraged by a number of design automation methods. The use of this initial library by two computational tools is presented in Sec. 5. Both of these applications depend solely on the developed taxonomy to automatically create conceptual solutions to design problems.
Design knowledge reuse. Over the past few decades, systematic approaches to conceptual design have emerged ͓6-11͔. These design methods begin by formulating the product function as a set of low level subfunctions, solutions to which are then synthesized together to arrive at a final design. The core of the computational synthesis methods ͓1-3͔ built upon this function-based framework is the mapping of subfunctions to components. This allows designers to generate concept variants from a generic functional description of the product being designed. All of these computational methods require a knowledge base of "reconfigurable" standardized component objects that can be archived, searched, and reused. The defined taxonomy facilitates the organization of such a knowledge base so that it can be used by various computational design tools. In Sec. 3.1, we show how the taxonomy is used to capture and organize component design knowledge by an online design repository. The two applications presented in this paper leverage information from this repository and follow the aforementioned function-based synthesis approach to automatically search for solution principles to given functional specifications. Reuse of existing design knowledge is the fundamental principle behind the development of these two tools.
Communication of design knowledge. The use of natural language leads to ambiguity in representing component design knowledge. Often, arbitrary and redundant component naming results in different interpretations among designers for similar concepts. These issues hinder effective communication of design knowledge. By associating fundamental component concepts with uniquely defined "component terms" and by providing definitions for each term, we strive to derive uniformity and consistency in the representation of components and to improve communication of design information both in industry and in design education.
Standardization for digital component cataloging. Solutions to conceptual design problems are usually represented as a configuration of components and interactions between them ͓3,12͔. The transformation from these configurations to fully embodied design solutions requires the specification of a system of electromechanical components that meet the overall design requirements. Given the breadth of suppliers and production methods that exist today, most engineered artifacts are a mix of both custom-made parts and original equipment manufacturer ͑OEM͒ parts. As a result, the OEM suppliers compete by striving to improve their components' quality and variety. It is particularly important for them to catalog their solutions such that they can be efficiently retrieved and incorporated into the design process. Technologies involving electronic representations of standard components and resulting digital databases are becoming more prominent in engineering design ͓13-15͔. Contributing to these efforts, our taxonomy provides a useful classification scheme for vendors selling a variety of OEM components.
Motivated by these factors, we provide a starting point for the creation of a component taxonomy that is accessible to all design engineers. The goal of this paper is not to capture all component types that physically exist but to create a function-based hierarchical framework of subcategories for all components to fit within. The resulting function-based hierarchical taxonomy provides a novel perspective in representing component design knowledge as follows.
• It provides a consistent means of classifying and otherwise defining new component concepts based on a component's "function." • It allows one to capture functional relationships within and between components that is critical for the early stages of design where component geometry and dynamics are yet to be determined. Accordingly, the defined taxonomy provides a natural framework for representing component knowledge using varying degrees of functional abstractions. This is contrary to component representations that rely mostly on geometry information and component performance characteristics such as the ones found in design catalogs.
• It serves as a framework that bridges an important gap in the representation of component design knowledge and facilitates the development of a suite of computational design tools to be used for design synthesis.
Related Work
A widely used approach for cataloging knowledge about a certain domain is the development of ontologies. The concept of ontology, as used in knowledge engineering, is described as ͓16͔ "a term used to refer to the shared understanding of some domain interest." Neches et al. ͓17͔ stated "An ontology defines the basic terms and relations compromising the vocabulary of a topic area." Several ontologies have been proposed in the engineering design literature ͓12,18-22͔. Liang et al. ͓12͔ suggested a port ontology as a tool for conceptual modeling and generating system architecture. Stahovich et al. ͓22͔ proposed that the fundamental ontology for mechanical devices should be based on physical behavior, not structure. This research attempts to determine the behavior of a mechanical device from a description of its structure and its deriving inputs. Horváth et al. ͓18, 19͔ defined a general ontology to model design concepts and the interactions between them. The cataloged concepts are then initiated in a computer based functional synthesis process. Similar to this approach, Kitamura and Mizoguchi ͓20͔ proposed an ontology to describe functionality of physical artifacts based on what is referred to as "way of function achievement."
From a perspective different than ontology-based approaches, several researchers have developed systems to capture component functionality and interface requirements. The captured models range from detailed function and behavior information to lose hierarchical artifact relationships. Among those, the NIST Design Repository Project is a framework capable of storing component information and how the elements of information are related to each other ͓23͔. Within the NIST model there are five sections: artifacts, functions, forms, behaviors, and flows, which contain information relative to their denoted name. The core product model ͑CPM͒ by Fenves et al. ͓24͔ is the embodiment of the NIST-driven representation efforts. Other function-based representations have been proposed by various researchers to support search and modeling processes of conceptual design ͓4,25,26͔.
The functional structure concept developed by Pahl and Beitz ͓7͔ provides a general and powerful representation of a design during conceptual stages. Researchers at University of MissouriRolla, University of Texas at Austin, and NIST have developed a standard vocabulary for describing the basic functional blocks for electromechanical design problems. This effort has culminated into a functional basis language that includes a set of terms that span the space of all functions and all flows ͓27͔. Here, a function refers to a transformation operation from input flow to output flow. Functions are used in verb-object format. For example, a motor "converts electrical energy to mechanical energy." Three sets of function terms are defined to allow three levels of abstraction for allocating functions to a system.
In this research, we define a taxonomy for describing the electromechanical component space. Our taxonomy complements the functional basis representation ͓27͔ and allows the development of automated design tools such as Refs. ͓1-3,5͔ that would assist designers in mapping from functional requirements to component solutions and conceptual configurations.
Research Method
In this section, we present our approach for developing a comprehensive set of fundamental component concepts for electromechanical components. Our research includes two primary steps: an empirical analysis to study components of engineering artifacts, and a derivation and classification of component concepts and their definitions.
Function-Based Component Classification.
A critical starting question for the presented research is to determine a systematic means of cataloging and classifying component design knowledge. Here, we take inspiration from one of the widely used tools employed in knowledge representation: lexicons. The most commonly used lexicon is the one developed by Chenhall ͓28͔ who stated the following.
"The lexicon … is based on the assumption that every manmade object was originally created to fulfill some function or purpose and, further, that original function is the only common denominator that is present in all of the artifacts of man, however simple or complex."
Given this definition, the AI community takes a similar approach to component classification by using the function and form of a component as fundamental elements in its classification. The presence of component function in component naming is an important linkage between the theory of knowledge capture and representation and the theory of design. An understanding of function is integral to the design process ͓7,11͔; hence, a natural relationship between components and function must exist. In this research, we are exploring this relationship in defining a consistent classification scheme. Accordingly, we propose a means of capturing the latest knowledge of systems design using the Chenhall approach with a real time update. With this function-based per-
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Transactions of the ASME spective, we defined a taxonomy for describing the electromechanical component space.
Empirical Product
Analysis. The first step in our research is the dissection of consumer products. In this step, we analyze components within existing engineering artifacts. A set of consumer products is chosen for their low cost and wide variety, and design knowledge is extracted for all of the included components. In conducting the product dissections, we strictly follow the method presented in Ref. ͓11͔. Accordingly, for each product analyzed, a bill of materials ͑BOM͒ is constructed. Each component is labeled and photographed as it is removed from the product and recorded in a tabular format listing its attributes.
This component design information is organized and stored in a web-based design knowledge repository 1 that is managed at the University of Missouri-Rolla. The design data are recorded into the repository using an open source cross-platform repository entry application. The entry template is organized based on individual components in a product. Accordingly, information about each component is recorded on separate templates, which are then aggregated to construct a product level representation. There are three types of attributes captured for each component: descriptive attributes, physical attributes, and functional attributes. Examples of descriptive attributes are part number, quantity, part description, hierarchical ͑assembly͒ information, and predicted manufacturing processes. Physical attributes include weight, type of material, and component specific parametric information ͑examples are height, width, length, inside/outside diameters, thickness, etc͒. These attributes are physically measured for each component and recorded into the data template. Finally, the functional attributes include the function͑s͒ each component fulfills, the flows ͑energy, material, and signal͒ that pass through each component, and the connectivity and resulting interfaces of components. This information is captured by building a function structure for each product and then associating individual subfunctions of the functional model with components that are used to fulfill them. In this study, over 100 consumer products are studied to arrive at the component taxonomy. Because of the level of detail captured for the online database, the empirical dissection of products and subsequent data entry into the repository is a very laborious process, typically ranging from 10-15 person-hours per product. These teardowns have been performed over the past 3 years through the efforts of several experienced graduate students and the occasional undergraduate research assistants. A comprehensive list of products that were analyzed can be found in Ref. ͓29͔.
The Classification Hierarchy.
The goal of classification in this research is focused more on the practical use of the proposed hierarchical taxonomy. For this reason, we have chosen to initially begin with a function-based framework for the component classification hierarchy. The hierarchical framework was initially established from the notion that device function is an integral and critical characteristic of a component from the perspective of concept selection during the design process ͓7,11͔. As a starting point, the lists of primary and secondary level function terms from the functional basis ͓27͔ were used to designate the primary and secondary levels of the component framework.
Establishing the Hierarchy.
In order to successfully place a component term into the taxonomy, the functional traits of each component term need to be established. Here, a component is defined as having input and output ports through which it is connected to another component ͓20͔. The functional traits of each component term are determined by analyzing the individual components housed within the repository of product information and categorized under that component term. The black box functionality for each component term is defined by identifying the most commonly occurring subfunction ͑function-flow combination͒ assigned to each of the components classified under that term in the repository.
In addition to primary functionality, the major flows through a component and the possible port connections to other components are also established for each component ͑see Fig. 1͒ . When identifying port connections, the following port definitions are utilized.
͑a͒ Object port. A device port through which a flow ͑mate-rial, energy, or signal͒ enters and then travels through the device from the input port to the output port and is processed by the device ͓20,27͔. ͑b͒ Medium port. A device port through which a flow ͑mate-rial, energy, or signal͒ enters and then travels through the device from the input port to the output port while holding an object and enabling it to flow through the device ͑e.g., water can act as a medium carrying hydraulic energy as an object through a device͒ ͓20,27͔. ͑c͒ Assembly port. A device port that acts only as a mating surface to support the weight or stabilize the position of the device.
Flow information contained in the repository is used to identify all ports of a particular component. This information was then generalized across a component term group. For this research, the port definitions are qualitative in nature and do not reflect quantities of ports determined during embodiment phase of design ͑e.g., two assembly ports for a blade versus four͒. Additionally, since assembly ports are not used at this point to help classify a component term, these connections were ignored. Component term definitions within the hierarchical taxonomy were standardized using flow information from the port analysis in addition to common morphological characteristics of the components within a single group ͑see Fig. 2 for an excerpt͒.
The individual component terms and associated definitions represent the different "species" of components. The definitions of these terms are critical to the usefulness of the ontology proposed. In defining these component terms, disagreements may exist over how narrowly to define different terms. For example, should an axle and a drive shaft be classified under the same component term? Should a flexible hose be classified under a different component term than a rigid tube? In the case of the axle and drive shaft, these two components solve different functionalities and would, therefore, be placed under different branches of the proposed taxonomy. The flexible hose and rigid tube are functionally similar, so a decision must be made about whether to group them together under a broad definition or separate them into more specific groups. When defining terms, effort was made to determine whether a new ͑separate͒ definition would be beneficial from the perspective of a designer in the early conceptual stages of design, for example, deciding whether to use a flexible versus a rigid tube to transfer a material would be less useful when initially generating concepts than deciding whether to use a tube versus a conveyor. To help evaluate whether terms were defined at a low enough level of detail while preserving necessary coverage of the component space, additional consideration was made and two criteria were defined: completeness and exclusivity. The definitions for the two criteria are given below.
͑a͒ Completeness. The measure of how well a list of components captures the complete set of all electromechanical components. ͑b͒ Exclusivity. The measure of the independence of terms in the taxonomy. It is the opposite of overlap or redundancy of taxonomy terms.
These two criteria are enforced at the component term and component subset levels of the hierarchy ͑see Fig. 2 for an excerpt͒. The completeness criterion motivates one to construct a taxonomy that covers all the concepts that are relevant in the electromechanical component domain. In general, completeness within a domain is accomplished automatically with an empirical study of existing products. It is likely that with each additional product that is dissected and cataloged in the repository, the return in the number of newly defined fundamental component concepts begins to reduce. Of course, a large number of artifacts will need to be dissected before a change in the rate of new concepts is noticeably decreased.
The challenge in such research is to heed the exclusivity criterion. Technically, there could be as many component types as the number of components that exist in all electromechanical devices. This, of course, is impractical, and does not take advantage of component types that are well accepted ͑e.g., gears͒. As briefly described before, the key in establishing the exclusivity criterion is to carefully define what constitutes a new fundamental component type.
To achieve this, we follow two guidelines: ͑1͒ any fundamental component type should be as general as possible but specific enough to allow the user to build a clear abstraction of a component, which can be used during conceptual design. ͑2͒ The defined taxonomy as a whole should include a sufficient number of component terms ͑i.e., building blocks͒ to allow the user to represent a variety of concepts. By following these two guidelines, our efforts at defining an exclusive set of component concepts led to a total of 135 unique component terms. The complete list is published at the University of Missouri at Rolla Design Repository website ͓29͔.
Applications
In this section, we present two conceptual design applications that require a thorough online repository of component design knowledge. In these applications, the proposed component taxonomy permits the development of effective design automation tools. In each of the examples shown below, researchers utilize the functional representations contained in the online repository to enable a computer to determine what components are needed to instantiate a given functional description of a design problem. Transactions of the ASME Without a rigorously defined component taxonomy, these tools would be limited in usefulness and, in some cases, infeasible using reasonable computing resources.
Application I:
A Graph-Grammar Framework for Automated Concept Generation. In the first application ͓3͔, we utilize the aforementioned design repository, and we derive design rules from it to capture the knowledge of the original designer's intent in mapping functional specifications to component solutions. In creating the rules, we observe the common uses of the components and formulate this knowledge as "grammar rules." A thoroughly developed component taxonomy is critical to the implementation of this approach, since the design patterns captured by the grammar rules are dependent on the component representation schema followed. Both completeness and exclusivity criteria become important as they determine the feasibility of capturing certain mapping patterns and the variety in the potential solution space. The functional subcategories of the developed taxonomy enable us to accurately capture the relationships between functional requirements and component concepts that are used to fulfill them. Moreover, without a standardized component representation, the grammar rule set grows unboundedly, deeming the development of the grammar infeasible.
This method is built upon a framework that represents design knowledge using graphs. In this application, two graph-based representations are utilized: function structures ͓7͔ and configuration flow graphs ͑CFGs͒ ͓30͔. A function structure is a graphical representation of the decomposition of the overall function of a product into smaller, more elemental subfunctions. The subfunctions are connected by flows ͑specified as energy, material, or signal͒ that they operate on. Overall, a function structure represents the transformation of input flows into output flows at the product level. A CFG, on the other hand, is a graph representation of how functional components are connected. In a CFG, nodes of the graph represent product components, and arcs represent energy, material, or signal flows between components. For flow naming, the functional basis terminology is adopted, while the components of the graph are named using the component terms of the developed taxonomy. The CFG is a specific implementation of what some loosely define as the topology, the architecture, or the configuration of a product. The graph is also similar to an exploded view in that components ͑often drawn isometrically͒ are shown connected to one another through arcs or assembly paths. Figure 3 shows an example of a CFG ͑and a function structure͒ along with an exploded view for a camera product.
During product teardowns, we build an existing product's CFG and its function structure and capture the mapping between the graphs. Each mapping represents a design decision that shows how a functional requirement was transformed into an embodied solution in the actual design. In order to extract these mappings in a consistent manner, we utilize the flow information provided by the two graphs. We take advantage of the fact that the two graphs contain the same flow types. This allows us to "follow the flow paths" in both graphs and to define strict boundaries that isolate the mapping between functional nodes of a function structure and component nodes of a configuration flow graph. This procedure is illustrated schematically in Fig. 4 , where three design rules derived from an empirical analysis of a product are shown. The grammar rules define what components can be used in creating a new design in order to meet certain functional requirements specified by the function structure of the new design. For example, the first rule states that if functions "store electrical energy" and "supply electrical energy" are required in a design problem, then a "battery" can be used to address the specified functional need. Similarly, a "driveshaft" and a "rotational coupler" pair can be used to "transfer rotational mechanical energy" ͑rule 2 in Fig. 4͒ .
The grammar provides a method for automatically generating design configurations through a search-based execution of rules. This computational synthesis approach is to perform a graph transformation of the initial function structure of a product to be designed into a set of configuration flow graphs. The grammar affords a representation of the design space as a tree of solutions built from an initial function structure. Each transition down the tree adds more components to the design configuration, which incrementally builds to a final concept represented at one of the leaves of the tree. At the end, the search process returns different concepts with potentially varying degrees of complexity. ͑The details of the computational synthesis algorithm can be found in Ref.
͓30͔͒. The grammar rules are stored in a database as part of the developed computational design tool 2 and construct a knowledge base of designer decisions that can be reused for generating conceptual solutions to given functional specifications. Table 1 summarizes the results of designing a "bottle capping machine" using the graph-grammar based computational design approach. For this design problem, the grammar generates 339,168 unique design configurations that consist of a different selection and configuration of component concepts. As is shown in the last column of the table, these design configurations include 28 different component concepts from the developed taxonomy. ͑A more detailed report on the performance of the computational synthesis algorithm on various design problems can be found in Ref.
͓30͔.͒
Moreover, the open endedness of the grammar formulation enables the synthesis of multiple-input multiple-output systems and accounts for function and structure sharing. Accordingly, the grammar rules developed are not simply one-to-one matches of functions to components. Instead, the grammar provides a more generic approach capable of mapping multiple components for a single function, or a single component for multiple functions, as is the case in function sharing, or multiple components for multiple functions. ͑Different mapping schemes of functions to components are shown in Fig. 4 .͒
Application II: Matrix-Based Concept Generation.
The second approach also uses a function structure of a conceptual design as an input to generate feasible concept variants from a repository of design knowledge. In this method, detailed in a recent paper ͓2͔ as summarized in Fig. 5 , matrix multiplication is used to translate user-input chains of subfunctions acting on flows into chains of components that both solve the desired functionality and exhibit compatibility. Function-component matrices ͑FCMs͒, defining the functionality of each component, and componentcomponent matrices ͑commonly referred to as design structure matrices ͑DSMs͒͒, defining the compatibility of component connections, are extracted from the previously mentioned online design repository and used to generate and filter an exhaustive set of design solutions.
The scheme begins with a functional model for either a new or redesigned product to be developed. Information extracted from a graphical block functional diagram created during a functionbased design methodology and expressed using the functional basis terms described in Sec. 2 is used to seed the concept generation. The block diagram is translated into a matrix form that describes the adjacency between functions in the chain.
The next step utilizes the design knowledge gathered from existing consumer products to define relationships between a component and the functions that it solves. Reverse engineering techniques are applied to existing consumer products, and information extracted from each product's bill of materials and functional model is stored in the web-based design repository mentioned in Sec. 3.2. Information describing the functionality of each component is stored in the online database, and FCMs for individual products or specified groups of products can easily be generated from the stored information. Nonzero cell entries in the FCM indicate that the component from the column containing the cell can solve the function from the row containing the cell.
The third step utilizes the information from the functional model and the FCM to create an unfiltered set of design solutions. Matrix multiplication is used to determine all component pairings that will solve each pairing of connected functions in the flow chain. Tracing every possible "path" of paired connections will give a list of all theoretically possible component chain variations that solve the function chain initially input. The next step uses additional design knowledge gathered from the design repository to define the compatibility between components in the examined products. As each product is reverse engineered, information regarding the connection between components is extracted from and stored for reuse. Componentcomponent compatibility matrices for individual or specified groups of products can easily be generated from the repository information. Nonzero cell entries in the component-component matrix ͑frequently called a DSM͒ indicate that the component from the column containing the cell has been directly connected to the component from the row containing the cell in an existing product.
Finally, the component compatibility information contained in the DSM is used to "prune" the trees of all possible component connections previously computed. Component connections in each solution chain are checked for known compatibility using the Transactions of the ASME stored connection information from the DSM. This technique uses the "experience" contained in the repository to filter out potentially inadequate concept variants and reduce the set of possible concept variants down to a more manageable size. After the matrices are filtered, we can once again trace every path of possible components to generate a list of feasible component chains that solve the input function chain. The described algorithm is a method that quickly produces a set of conceptual designs for a new or redesigned product. Functions comprising a proposed product's functional model are mapped to lists of components that are capable of solving each function. The tree of possible component chains is then pruned by eliminating infeasible component connections according to historical component compatibility. This filtered set of component chains is then presented to the designer for further analysis.
Discussion
In both conceptual design applications, the proposed component taxonomy plays an essential role. The definition of function based hierarchical component classes provides a consistent means of representing component design knowledge that is then used for computational design synthesis. Specifically, the taxonomy allows us to capture specific relationships between functional needs and components that are used to fulfill them. This facilitates the creation of computational tools with the following characteristics.
͑1͒ Successfully follow the function-based design synthesis process. As illustrated by the applications, the component terms serve as fundamental building blocks for automatically searching solution principles given functional specifications. In the first application, the taxonomy provides a language to consistently represent component design knowledge and subsequent development of the configuration flow graph representation that captures topological component connectivity information in a computable, graph-based format. Through the use of this graph-based representation, the taxonomy enables the construction of a knowledge base of designer decisions in the form of grammar rules that can later be used for automatically creating conceptual design configurations. Without the developed taxonomy, it would not be feasible to represent component design knowledge in a consistent manner, preventing the development of the grammar and the computational tool that resulted. In the second application, the method of concept generation relies on manipulating matrices and applying combinatory principles to the resulting matrix solutions; therefore, a concise set of component classifications is essential to minimizing the computation time required to generate results. Without a concise taxonomy to classify and collapse component terms in the FCMs and DSMs, the size of each matrix generated by the repository rapidly becomes too large to effectively utilize and the output becomes encumbered by the number of component combinations. Additionally, without some way to consistently define components in a manner that helps ensure exclusivity in term definitions, the quality of results returned degrades when the components that comprise each generated conceptual solution are indistinct and ambiguously defined. ͑2͒ Allow designers to represent design problems at various degrees of abstraction. This enables a designer to switch between the function ͑problem͒ and component configuration ͑solution͒ domains at multiple levels. This knowledge is critical for the concept development stage of product List of components conductor, switch, wire, cord, electric motor, knob, handle, belt, gear, shaft, agitator, rotational coupler, sprocket, support, lever, link, damp, worm gear, pulley, spring, housing, key, punch, container, sled, guide, piston, hinge design, where a designer needs to consider as many functionally similar yet conceptually unique solutions as possible and also requires a certain degree of flexibility in representing the problem at various degrees of abstractions. For example, a designer may think of a "separator" in response to a functional requirement, and can later decide to choose between a "blade" and an "abrasive" ͑two component concepts structured in the same branch of the hierarchy͒ as the problem definition and the design requirements mature. ͑3͒ Are computationally efficient. Following the guidelines of "completeness" and "exclusivity" eliminates information redundancy and provides an effective encoding scheme for representing component design knowledge. This prevents an undesired combinatorial expansion during automated solution generation. By classifying the 3875 component artifacts using the proposed taxonomy of 135 distinct abstract terms, the size of the FCM and DSM generated from the web-based repository are significantly reduced in size ͑97.21% reduction in the FCM and 99.92% reduction in the DSM͒.
Without a rigorously defined component taxonomy, the usefulness of the two automated design tools would be significantly reduced. These applications substantiate how the component taxonomy can be utilized to enhance our abilities at computationally supporting the concept generation phase of the design process.
Conclusions
This paper describes a hierarchical framework that is constructed to help guide the classification of components and extend previously presented work toward a component naming convention that led to a flat list of 135 distinct generic component terms ͓31͔. In addition, the framework presented here uses primary and secondary levels of specification coupled with a robustly defined procedure to help identify the appropriate placement of terms into the hierarchy while maintaining the goals of completeness and exclusivity in component coverage. Under this proposed framework, components of widely varying levels of complexity ͑e.g., an electric wire versus an electric motor͒ may both be placed within the hierarchical structure, as long as the black box functionality may be limited to a single function contained within the functional basis list of terms. Additionally, components that exhibit functionality directly vital to the functioning of a product ͑e.g., a plug and cord͒ are not distinguished from components that only exhibit functionality that supports the function of a product in a more indirect manner ͑e.g., a bracket that secures an electric motor in place͒. Finally, while component definitions sometimes reference a component's form or its method of fabrication, such information is not used within the component hierarchy. For the components classified thus far, complexity, type of functionality ͑i.e., whether it directly or indirectly works to solve conceptual functionality͒, and other such characteristics do not seem to negatively impact the proposed framework, and the selected hierarchy depth of four ͑e.g., connectors, couplers, fasteners, and screw͒ is deemed sufficient for the kind of configuration-based conceptual design problems targeted by the application tools. However, the proposed framework could be easily adjusted to fit into a larger hierarchical framework where other component characteristics that are considered appropriate may be added as subgroups to the proposed hierarchy. For example, if one wishes to represent form or material Transactions of the ASME specific attributes of the screw class, a fifth level can be introduced to the hierarchy, which may include screw classes such as machine screw, set screw, and wood screw. In addition to establishing a method of consistently achieving complete and exclusive coverage of the component space, the hierarchical taxonomy also establishes a means to distinguish traditionally similarly named components that, in fact, have very different functionality. A formal naming structure could be used to distinguish common component names that may be misleadingly similar ͑e.g., a wheel used as a control device to, for example, steer a car versus a wheel that is fixed to an axle and allows for an object, such as a vehicle, to roll along the ground͒. Since the primary motivation behind the creation of the component taxonomy is to assist designers during the early phases of design, a hierarchy organized by functional purpose incorporates a level of abstraction that will allow functionally similar but distinct components to be considered for a design. By following the presented procedure and utilizing the proposed hierarchical structure where components are grouped together by functional purpose and distinguished by functional embodiment, it is postulated that the goals of completeness and exclusivity of term coverage will also be effectively maintained. To maintain the completeness criterion, we closely monitored the derivation rate for newly defined component terms. After studying over a hundred products, we observed a reduction in the number of newly defined component terms as greater numbers of products were cataloged into the repository. It is likely that the number of component terms will slowly converge to a finite value through the dissection of new products.
For validating the exclusivity criterion, we have conducted experimental studies ͓30,32,33͔ in order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed taxonomy and the automated design tools that utilize it. In these studies, we compare the design solutions generated by the automated tools using the language afforded by the taxonomy with the design solutions created by human designers following the traditional concept generation methods. Initial studies, as supported by the two computational applications, has shown that the 135 component terms provide a consistent means for representing and organizing component design knowledge and that the automated design tools generate solutions comparable to human conceptual designing ͓34-36͔. As an example, Table 2 shows a summary of the number of overlapping design solutions seen for three different design scenarios.
Morphological matrices generated by student designers are compared with morphological matrices produced by the second concept generator application. For instance, if we look at the human-powered power supply design scenario data, of the 43 distinct solutions produced by the students, 19 matching solutions were common to the automated concept generator, meaning 44.19% of the student generated solutions were contained in the automatically generated solution set. Of the 24 remaining solutions produced by the students, six were not definable under the current version of the component naming scheme. Inspection of the results returned by the automated concept generator that did not overlap with the results generated by the students showed an overwhelming majority of viable alternatives. Only a few instances of obvious incorrect matches were identified, and each was linked back to data entry mistakes that occurred while the repository was being populated with product information.
The results of developing such a thorough taxonomy are not solely useful to computational design synthesis research. Arriving at a standard set of names to represent electromechanical components could be useful to vendors selling OEM components. Furthermore, a wealth of dynamic simulation tools such as DYMOLA ͓34͔, WORKING MODEL ͓35͔, and SCHEMEBUILDER ͓36͔ could use the fundamental component concepts to allow for easy user familiarization and interoperability. Finally, the interactions between engineers both in industry and academia could be ameliorated by an established set of standard names.
Future Work
To build on the work presented here, future work will include establishing port templates that may be used to help build up more complete conceptual ideas during the early stages of conceptual design. By knowing the number and types of ports, a component term typically has, software may be used to help guide the evolution of a full conceptual idea, including parts needed to indirectly support the functionality of other components. Additionally, design measure estimates ͑such as measures of potential failures, manufacturability, cost, size, and performance͒ could be determined across each component group and used to help guide concept selection early in the design process. Additionally, we aim to improve the tree based hierarchy by defining relations between component concepts that will allow inheriting properties from two exclusive ͑same or higher level͒ concepts.
Other future work includes creating a forum for the discussion of new and existing component terms, their placement within the hierarchical taxonomy, and even the organization of the hierarchical taxonomy. What we have developed over the past several years is a well-defined proposal for the representation of electromechanical component knowledge in the context of conceptual design. Of course, to arrive at the standard itself, the proposed taxonomy needs to be evaluated by a larger community. Fortu- Table 2 Summary table showing the number of design solutions found in both the student generated morphological matrices and the morphological matrices derived from the concept generator results nately, advances in the internet and object-oriented programming offer some respite in achieving such a goal. Accordingly, we plan on publishing the taxonomy on the UMR design repository website and initiating an open forum discussion to define and classify components as a worldwide community effort.
Finally, the work presented here is focused mainly on components found in consumer products. Additional work should look at other design domains and identify how the hierarchy should be altered or expanded to include a broader range of component types. However, as the number of component terms grows, ensuring the uniqueness of every taxonomic concept becomes challenging. Here, automated tools can assist in controlling data entry to the taxonomy and help maintain the exclusivity criterion and the overall consistency of the taxonomy.
